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1 Introduction

The international specialization of production and the organization of �rms�production activ-

ities on a global scale both constitute by now well-established phenomena. This is re�ected in

the signi�cant increase of inputs trade and of foreign direct investment (FDI) during the last

decades.1 In fact, many recent empirical studies reveal that trade in inputs has outpaced trade

in �nal products and that a large share of FDI comprises of vertical FDI.2�3

Traditionally, the literature has argued that �rms undertake vertical FDI in order to take

advantage of cross-country factor cost di¤erences associated, for instance, with the abundance of

unskilled labor in developing countries (Helpman, 1984; Helpman and Krugman, 1985). Stated

di¤erently, multinational enterprises (MNEs) establish a¢ liates in countries with lower input

production costs than their home countries so that their parent �rms source the inputs from the

former at better terms.

Recent data, however, do not provide support to the traditional explanation for vertical FDI.

They show that there are many instances in which little, if any, intra-�rm trade occurs between

a MNE�s parent �rm and its vertically related a¢ liates and/or in which vertical FDI takes place

among countries with similar characteristics.4 In particular, Ramondo et al. (2016), focusing

on U.S. multinational �rms, document, �rst, that the median shipment size of a foreign a¢ liate

to its vertically related parent �rm is zero, and second, that the median foreign a¢ liate ships

91% of its production to una¢ liated parties mostly within its country of operation.5 Moreover,

Alfaro and Charlton (2009), using detailed sectoral data for 400 industries and 90 countries,

�nd a substantial amount of vertical FDI between rich countries, in high-skill sectors involving

products that are at stages closer to the parent �rms��nal production stage. Based on this,

they conclude that the main motivation for vertical FDI is not the lower production cost of the

host countries.

1For empirical evidence regarding the increase in inputs trade see e.g., Feenstra (1998), Feinberg and Keane
(2001), Hummels et al. (2001), Yeats (2001), Yi (2003), Hanson et al. (2005). The increase in both the volume
and the growth rate of FDI relative to the world GDP is extensively documented in multiple reports of the United
Nations (e.g., UNCTAD, 2001, 2006, 2014).

2Vertical FDI corresponds to the establishment of an a¢ liate abroad that operates at a di¤erent stage of the
vertical production chain than the one in which the parent �rm operates.

3Yeaple (2003), Hanson et al. (2005), Alfaro and Charlton (2009) and Ramondo et al. (2016) document that
vertical FDI is far more prevalent than previosouly thought (e.g., Brainard, 1997; Carr et al., 2001). In fact,
Alfaro and Charlton (2009) �nd that vertical FDI exceeds the 52% of the total FDI.

4We should note still that intra-�rm trade constitutes a large fraction of the total world trade (e.g., Slaughter,
2000; Bas and Carluccio, 2015).

5A similar pattern has been identi�ed by Atalay et al. (2014) in the case of the domestic operations of
U.S. multi-plant �rms: the vertical links between their a¢ liates located within the U.S. are not associated with
signi�cant intra-�rm shipments. As argued by Ramondo et al. (2016), this pattern is more striking in the case of
cross-border trade since factor cost di¤erences tend to be larger across countries.
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The above evidence suggest that we should reconsider the conventional wisdom regarding

vertical FDI. They raise questions regarding the potential motives behind it, and in particular,

regarding the reasons that some MNEs own internationally segmented production chains if not

for the transfer of goods along them. In this paper, we address these questions. In particular,

we explore the incentives for vertical FDI allowing for endogenous input sourcing decisions, i.e.,

without presuming that there is intra-�rm trade within the MNEs.

To do so, we use a partial equilibrium framework with two countries, a home country and a

foreign country, and two stages of production, an upstream stage and a downstream stage. In

each country, there is an upstream �rm (input producer) and a downstream �rm (�nal product

manufacturer). The foreign upstream �rm can be either more or less e¢ cient than the home

one. The home downstream �rm decides whether it will undertake vertical FDI by acquiring the

foreign upstream �rm. In case of vertical FDI, it transfers its intangible assets to its acquired

subsidiary. This transfer can enhance the latter�s e¢ ciency.6 In the absence of vertical FDI, both

downstream �rms choose among domestic outsourcing and o¤shoring, corresponding respectively

to input sourcing from the domestic upstream �rm and from the foreign upstream �rm. In the

presence of vertical FDI, the home downstream �rm chooses among outsourcing and importing

the input from its own foreign a¢ liate - insourcing. We assume that a tari¤ is imposed on

the imported inputs and that the non-integrated vertically related �rms trade through two-part

tari¤ contracts.

We demonstrate that a downstream �rm opts for outsourcing when the domestic upstream

�rm is more e¢ cient than the foreign one as well as when it is less e¢ cient but the tari¤ is

su¢ ciently high. This holds both in the absence and in the presence of vertical FDI. Therefore,

when a downstream �rm undertakes vertical FDI - when it makes the input, it is not necessary

that it does not buy the input. In other words, just like in the empirical �ndings of Ramondo

et al. (2016), vertical FDI is not always accompanied by intra-�rm trade. There are instances

in which the MNE makes the input and it either sells and buys it or it does not sell and (not)

buys it, depending on the relative input production costs and the tari¤ level.

Vertical FDI arises in equilibrium whenever the transfer of intangible assets from the MNE�s

parent �rm to its upstream a¢ liate is e¤ective. This occurs even in the absence of intra-�rm

6This assumption is in line with the empirical �ndings of Arnold and Javorcik (2009), who use Indonesian
�rm-level data and �nd that foreign acquisitions have a positive impact on the productivity of the acquired
plants. The authors conclude that the productivity boost is achieved through restructuring involving, among
other things, the introduction of organizational and managerial changes that make the production process more
e¢ cient by reducing waste and using labor more e¤ectively. Moreover, this assumption is indirectly supported by
empirical studies that �nd that upstream FDI results in possitive forward spillovers, and thus, in an increase in
the productivity of the host country�s downstream �rms (e.g., Girma et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2015).
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trade under vertical FDI. The intuition is as follows. When both downstream �rms opt for

outsourcing under vertical FDI - in the make, sell and buy case, vertical FDI is motivated by

the simultaneous presence of two e¤ects: the assets exploitation e¤ect and the outsourcing terms

e¤ect. The �rst e¤ect refers to the fact that vertical FDI allows the MNE�s parent �rm to take

advantage of its intangible assets in another country besides its home country. In particular,

through the enhancement in the e¢ ciency of the MNE�s foreign a¢ liate, vertical FDI leads

to (more) input sales, and thus, to pro�ts from the foreign country. The second e¤ect, the

outsourcing terms e¤ect, corresponds to the improvement in the terms at which the MNE�s

parent �rm sources the input domestically. The better input sourcing terms result from the

increase in its outside option - its cross-threat in its trading with the home upstream �rm as a

result of the rise in its foreign a¢ liate�s e¢ ciency.

Interestingly, the home downstream �rm has incentives to acquire the foreign upstream �rm

even in the (make), not sell and buy case, that is, even when the foreign upstream �rm makes

no sales and thus no pro�ts after the acquisition. This happens when the foreign country is less

e¢ cient than the home country and the tari¤ is su¢ ciently low. In other words, vertical FDI

can arise even when the di¤erences in the factors cost across countries work against it. In such

a case, vertical FDI is motivated by the outsourcing terms e¤ect alone; the MNE undertakes

vertical FDI just in order to secure better input sourcing terms domestically and not abroad.

When both downstream �rms source the input from the foreign upstream �rm - in the make,

sell and not buy case, vertical FDI is motivated instead by the assets exploitation e¤ect together

with the insourcing terms e¤ect. The latter e¤ect is in accordance with the conventional wisdom

regarding vertical FDI. It refers to the fact that vertical FDI leads to an improvement in the

terms at which the MNE�s parent �rm sources the input from its foreign a¢ liate. Note though

that the better input sourcing terms do not arise from the disappearance of the positive mark-up

on the input price, which is absent under trading through two-part tari¤s; they arise from the

enhancement in the internal supplier�s e¢ ciency.

If the transfer of intangible assets is not e¤ective, all the above mentioned e¤ects are absent

and the incentives for vertical FDI disappear. Therefore, it is important to take into account the

transfer of intangible assets not only within a MNE�s horizontally related production plants, but

also within its vertically related plants.7 This conclusion is supported by the empirical results

of Atalay et al. (2014), who �nd that one of the primary purposes for vertical ownership is the

facilitation of the e¢ cient transfer of intangible inputs within the �rms.

7Most of the papers on horizontal FDI assume that the MNE�s parent �rm transfers to its foreign a¢ liate its
intangible assets (e.g., Petit and Sanna-Randaccio, 2000; Mattoo et al., 2004).
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Trade liberalization, captured by a reduction in the tari¤ level, can increase not only the

volume of inputs trade but also the incentives for vertical FDI. More speci�cally, a tari¤ reduction

can lead to an improvement in the input sourcing terms of the MNE�s parent �rm either through

the enhancement in its cross-threat under outsourcing or through the reduction in its trade cost

under insourcing. The only drawback that trade liberalization can have for vertical FDI is that

in certain cases it weakens the intensity of the assets exploitation e¤ect by causing a switch in

the foreign downstream �rm�s input supplier from the foreign one to the home one.

Our welfare analysis reveals that vertical FDI, and thus, vertical cross-border mergers and

acquisitions (M&As) although they can never harm the consumers of neither the home or the

host country, they can, under certain conditions, have a negative e¤ect on a country�s total

welfare. In the case, of the home country this could arise from the decrease in the pro�ts of

its upstream �rm caused by the increase in the e¢ ciency of its rival. In the case of the foreign

country instead, the negative welfare impact could result from the loss of its tari¤ revenues:

vertical FDI increases the e¢ ciency of the foreign upstream �rm and thus reduces the input

imports from abroad and the resulting tari¤ revenues. Interestingly, the welfare implications of

vertical FDI on the two countries are not always aligned; vertical FDI can at the same time be

welfare-enhancing for one country and welfare-dampening for the other. Clearly, this gives rise to

a number of issues regarding the treatment of cross-border M&As by national or supranational

competition policy authorities.

Our paper is related to a growing literature that combines elements of the economics of

organization and of international trade and examines how �rms organize their production in

the global economy. A number of papers within this literature deal with the choice between

various global sourcing options (e.g., Qiu and Spencer, 2002; Grossman and Helpman, 2003 and

2005; Antras and Helpman, 2004; Chen et al., 2004; Ornelas and Turner, 2008; Berry and Kaul,

2015), such as between o¤shoring and vertical FDI or between outsourcing, in-house production

and o¤shoring.8�9 This literature builds on the assumption that inputs are produced at lower

cost abroad and that there is intra-�rm trade under vertical FDI. Doing so, it explains the

vertical FDI which is directed towards developing countries as well as the high percentage of

intra-�rm trade within total trade. But, it does not explain vertical FDI from and towards rich

countries and/or the many instances in which there is no transfer of goods among the MNEs�

8Some of these papers perform their analysis using a general equilibrium framework (e.g., Grossman and
Helpman, 2003 and 2005; Antras and Helpman, 2004). Others instead, similarly to our paper, use a partial
equilibrium setting (e.g., Qiu and Spencer, 2002; Chen et al., 2004; Ornelas and Turner, 2008; Berry and Kaul,
2015).

9 In some papers, o¤hsoring and outsourcing are referred to as foreign outsourcing and domestic outsourcing
respectively. See Spencer (2005) and Antras and Rossi-Hansberg (2009) for a review of this literature.
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internationally fragmented productions plants.

In our paper, we do not restrict our attention to cases in which the cross-country factor

cost di¤erences work in favor of vertical FDI. In addition, we do not treat the input source of

vertically integrated MNEs as exogenous: a �rm, even when it makes the input, is free to decide

whether or not it will buy it from an external supplier. Removing these restrictions, we perform

an in-depth exploration of the motives for vertical FDI and provide theoretical support to recent

empirical �ndings. In addition, we evaluate the welfare implications of vertical FDI and discuss

its desirability from the viewpoint of both the home and the host country.10

Our paper is also associated with the industrial organization literature on strategic out-

sourcing (e.g., Nickerson and Vanden Bergh, 1999; Shy and Stenbacka, 2003). This literature

has explored the incentives and implications of the choice among in-house production and out-

sourcing - the make-or-buy decision, as well as it has studied a number of alternative input

sourcing strategies, such as bi-sourcing (e.g., Du et al., 2006 and 2009; Beladi and Mukher-

jee, 2012; Stenbacka and Tombak, 2012). An important distinction from our paper is that

the strategic outsourcing literature allows only for domestic and not for cross-border vertical

integration.11

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we describe our main model. In

Section 3, we analyze �rm�s input sourcing decisions both with and without vertical FDI. In

Sections 4 and 5, we explore respectively the incentives for vertical FDI and how they can be

in�uenced by trade liberalization. In Section 6, we consider the welfare implications of vertical

FDI. In Section 7, we extend our analysis in various directions. In the �nal section, Section 8,

we conclude. All the proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2 The Model

We consider a partial equilibrium model with two countries, a home country H and a foreign

country F , and two stages of production, an upstream stage and a downstream stage. Initially, in

each country i, with i = H;F , there is a domestic upstream �rm, Ui, and a domestic downstream

�rm, Di. The upstream �rms produce an input which the downstream �rms use in a one-to-one

proportion in the production of their �nal products. We assume that Ui produces the input at

10 In this respect, our paper is also related to the literature that examines the welfare impliactions of mergers
in open economies (e.g., Keith and Ries, 1997; Breinlich et al., 2016), that is, of mergers that a¤ect the welfare
of multiple countries.
11Extending our analysis, in Section 7, we explore the choice between domestic and cross-border vertical

integration.
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constant marginal cost ci and that either of the two countries can be more e¢ cient in input

production, i.e., cH > cF or cH < cF .

Each Di sells its �nal product exclusively in the market of country i.12 The (inverse) demand

function for the �nal product in country i is given by p(qi). We assume that p(qi) is well-behaved:

it is continuous, twice di¤erentiable, and concave.

Each Di can source the input domestically from Ui or it can import it from Uj , with i; j =

H;F and i 6= j. In either case, Di trades with its input supplier, Uk, with k = H;F , through a

two-part tari¤ contract: Di pays to Uk a wholesale price per unit of input, wik, and a �xed fee,

Fik. In the case of input imports, Di incurs an additional unit cost, the tari¤ imposed on the

imported goods, t, with p(0)� ci > t > 0.

DH considers engaging in vertical FDI. More speci�cally, it considers acquiring UF .13�14

When it decides to do so, it makes a take-it-or-leave-it acquisition o¤er to UF : it speci�es

an acquisition price, A. When the o¤er is accepted, DH transfers its intangible assets to its

upstream a¢ liate, UF .15 This transfer can lead to a reduction in UF�s local marginal cost from

cF to bcF , with 0 � bcF � cF . From now on, we will say that the transfer of assets is e¤ective

whenever bcF < cF .
We analyze a three-stage game in which, in the �rst stage, DH decides whether it will

undertake vertical FDI, and thus, whether it will make an acquisition o¤er to UF . When it

makes an o¤er, UF decides subsequently whether to accept or reject it. In the second stage, UH

and UF make simultaneously and separately their take-it-or-leave-it o¤ers regarding the terms

of trade. Both upstream �rms make o¤ers to both downstream �rms under no vertical FDI,

whereas under vertical FDI, since UF is vertically integrated with DH , it makes an o¤er only to

DF . In the last stage, DH and DF simultaneously and separately decide from which upstream

�rm they will source the input. Under no vertical FDI, both downstream �rms choose between

sourcing the input domestically - outsourcing - and importing the input - o¤shoring. Under

vertical FDI, DH chooses among outsourcing and sourcing the input internally from its foreign

12This could be due to the fact that the transfer of the �nal product is very costly. Alternatively, it could be
due to the nature of the �nal product which dictates immediate and/or local consumption. The latter is often
the case in the food retailing market, in the construction market as well as in many markets in the services sector
(e.g., accommodation market, telecommunications market).
13We exclude FDI through the establishment of a new production plant abroad - Green�eld Investment. Green-

�eld Investment is excluded either because it requires a prohibitively high �xed set-up cost or because the know-
how and/or the raw materials that are necessary for input production are exclusively in the hands of the incumbent
upstream �rm.
14Cross-border M&As constitute a quite common form of FDI. In the period 2005-2015, their annual share

within the total FDI exceeded on average 30%. In fact, in 2007, more than half of FDI took place through
cross-border M&As.
15The transfer of assets among the MNEs�parent �rms and a¢ liates is a common feature of FDI.
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upstream a¢ liate - insourcing. In the same stage, each downstream �rm chooses the level of its

output.

As a tie-breaking rule, we assume that vertical FDI arises in equilibrium only if DH�s pro�ts

are strictly higher with than without vertical FDI. This assumption can be justi�ed, for instance,

when vertical FDI entails additional �xed costs (e.g., administrative costs).

3 Input Sourcing Strategies

In the last stage of the game, each Di faces the standard monopolist�s problem in the market

of its domestic country i. More speci�cally, each Di chooses qi in order to maximize its (gross

from the acquisition price) pro�ts:

max
qi

�Di(qi) = (p(qi)� Cik) qi � Fik, (1)

where Cik is the total marginal cost faced by Di when it sources the input from Uk: In particular,

Cii = wii under outsourcing, Cij = wij+ t under o¤shoring, and CHF = cF + t under insourcing.

Solving (1), we obtain Di�s equilibrium output, q�i (Cik) = argmax �Di(qi), and subsequently,

Di�s equilibrium pro�ts in terms of the input�s cost:

�Di(Cik; Fik) = (p(q
�
i (Cik))� Cik) q�i (Cik)� Fik: (2)

Di�s input sourcing decision depends, among other things, on whether vertical FDI has taken

place. In what follows, we analyze in detail both the case with and without vertical FDI. We will

use the superscripts N and V respectively to refer to the "no vertical FDI" and to the "vertical

FDI" case.

3.1 No Vertical FDI

Under no vertical FDI, both downstream �rms source the input only externally. Recall that they

do so through a non-linear contract and without competition among them. In such a case, it is

known from the literature (e.g., O�Brian and Sha¤er, 1997) that an upstream �rm maximizes,

through the wholesale price, its stand-alone joint pro�ts with its downstream customer and

extracts, through the �xed fee, their highest possible share. Here, the stand-alone joint pro�ts

of the (Uk; Di) pair are:

�UkDi(wik; Fik) = (wik � ck)q�i (Cik) + Fik + �Di(Cik; Fik): (3)

7
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One can easily see that (3) is maximized when wNik = ck. Hence, the maximized stand-alone

joint pro�ts of the (Uk; Di) pair are �UkDi(Cik) = (p(q�i (Cik))� Cik) q�i (Cik); with Cik = ck

under outsourcing and Cik = ck + t under o¤shoring. From the Envelope Theorem, we have:

d�UkDi(Cik)

dCik
=
@�UkDi(Cik)

@Cik
= �q�i (Cik) < 0:

Therefore, the higher is Cik, the lower are the (Uk; Di) pair�s maximized stand-alone joint pro�ts.

Suppose now thatDi�s maximized stand-alone joint pro�ts with one of the upstream �rms are

larger than its respective pro�ts with the other upstream �rm, e.g., �UHDi(CiH) > �UFDi(CiF ).

Then, the equilibrium contract o¤ers are (wNiH ; F
N
iH) = (cH ; �UHDi � �UFDi) and (wNiF ; FNiF ) =

(cF ; 0). A consequence of this is that �NDi(CiH ; F
N
iH) > �

N
Di
(CiF ; F

N
iF ), and thus, that Di sources

the input from UH . In other words, in equilibrium, the upstream �rm that achieves the greatest

stand-alone joint pro�ts with Di compensates the latter by more than its rival can and becomes

its input supplier. In fact, the pro�ts that UH extracts, through FiH , are equal to its incremental

contribution to its stand-alone joint pro�ts with Di. Attempting to extract more would make

Di choose the rival supplier, while extracting less would not maximize the supplier�s pro�ts,

leaving surplus on the table.

In light of the above, Lemma 1 summarizes the equilibrium input sourcing decisions of the

downstream �rms under no vertical FDI.

Lemma 1 Under no vertical FDI, Di chooses o¤shoring if ci > cj+t and outsourcing otherwise.

In the absence of vertical FDI, a downstream �rm opts for o¤shoring if and only if the domestic

input supplier is less e¢ cient than the foreign one and international trade is not too costly. The

intuition is straightforward. Recall that the maximized stand-alone joint pro�ts of Di with Uk

decrease with the former�s total marginal cost Cik. Recall also that Cik = ck and Cik = ck + t

respectively under outsourcing and o¤shoring. Clearly, when cj < ci and t is su¢ ciently low,

then Cij < Cii and the joint pro�ts of the (Uj , Di) pair are higher than those of the (Ui, Di)

pair; hence, in equilibrium Uj compensates Di more than Ui can and becomes its input supplier.

3.2 Vertical FDI

Under vertical FDI, DH can insource the input from UF facing marginal cost bcF + t or it
can outsource it from UH and pay the endogenously determined (wHH ; FHH). Consequently,

when UH makes its contract o¤er to DH , it is aware of the latter�s outside option: the pro�ts

that DH makes in country H when it rejects its o¤er. This leads again to wVHH = cH and to
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F VHH = maxf0; �UHDH (CHH)� �UFDH (CHF )g.

At the same time, DF can source the input from either UH or UF . Competition among the

latter leads to the same equilibrium terms of trade as in the no vertical FDI case. The only

di¤erence is that now the marginal cost that DF faces under outsourcing is bcF instead of cF .
Taking the above into account, we determine in Lemma 2 the equilibrium input sourcing

decisions of the downstream �rms under vertical FDI.

Lemma 2 Under vertical FDI,

(i) DH chooses insourcing if cH > bcF + t and outsourcing otherwise.
(ii) DF chooses o¤shoring if bcF > cH + t and outsourcing otherwise.

When a downstream �rm undertakes vertical FDI, it does not always source the input from its

foreign upstream a¢ liate. Thus, the fact that under vertical FDI the MNE makes the input does

not necessarily mean that it also does not buy the input. This conclusion comes in contrast with

the commonly used assumption in the existing literature that under vertical FDI, the MNE�s

parent �rm sources the input from its foreign upstream a¢ liate. However, it is in line with a

number of recent empirical studies (see e.g., Ramondo et al., 2016, Atalay et al., 2014) which

show that often there is no transfer of inputs between the parent �rms and their vertically related

subsidiaries.

A straightforward implication of Lemma 2(i) is that the more e¢ cient is the MNE�s upstream

a¢ liate, i.e., the lower is bcF either because the initial cF is quite low or because it drops a lot by
the transfer of assets, the more likely is that intra-�rm trade will be observed. This conclusion,

besides being quite intuitive, is in accordance with another empirical observation of Ramondo et

al. (2016); the observation that large, and thus more e¢ cient, a¢ liates are substantially more

likely to ship goods to their parent �rms.

Combining Lemma 2 with Lemma 1, we draw three additional conclusions. The �rst con-

clusion is fully intuitive: when vertical FDI is accompanied by an e¤ective transfer of assets,

DH is more likely to source the input from abroad with than without vertical FDI. Formally,

cH > bcF + t is a weaker condition relative to cH > cF + t. Clearly, the more e¤ective is the

transfer of intangible assets (i.e., the largest is the cF � bcF di¤erence), the more likely is that
DH will insource the input under vertical FDI.

The second conclusion is that when the transfer of intangible assets is not e¤ective, i.e., when

cF = bcF , vertical FDI has no impact at all on the MNE�s input sourcing decision. That is, DH
sources the input then from the same supplier with and without vertical FDI. This is so because,

as we saw before, when trading is through two-part tari¤s, the equilibrium wholesale prices are
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equal to the marginal cost - there is no double marginalization under both vertical FDI and no

vertical FDI. This last observation comes in contrast with the established view in the literature

that argues that through vertical FDI, the MNE�s parent �rm achieves an improvement in the

(variable) terms at which it sources the input from abroad.16

The last conclusion is that vertical FDI can result in (more) sales of UF in country F . In

particular, when the transfer of assets is e¤ective, DF is more likely to start sourcing (a larger

quantity of) the input domestically with than without vertical FDI.17

4 Buy vs. Make, Sell and (not) Buy

We turn now to the �rst stage of the game and explore whether and when vertical FDI arises

in equilibrium.

In the absence of vertical FDI, the pro�ts of DH accrue only from its own sales in its home

country. In particular, DH�s equilibrium net pro�ts are given by (2) after substituting into them

the appropriate equilibrium terms of trade:

�NDH = �DH (w
N
HH ; F

N
HH) = (p(q

�
H(CHF ))� CHF ) q�H(CHF ) if cH � cF + t, and (4)

�NDH = �DH (w
N
HF ; F

N
HF ) = (p(q

�
H(CHH))� CHH) q�H(CHH) if cH > cF + t: (5)

In the presence of vertical FDI, DH obtains pro�ts not only from its own sales in country

H, �VDHH , but also from the sales of UF in country F , �VUFF . Hence, under vertical FDI, DH�s

total net pro�ts are �VDH = �VDHH + F
V
FF � A. The �rst two terms of �VDH are obtained after

substituting the appropriate equilibrium terms of trade under vertical FDI. The third term,

the acquisition price A, is determined in the following way: DH knows that UF will accept the

acquisition o¤er if and only if A is as high as the pro�ts that UF would make if it rejected the

o¤er. That is, if and only if A is equal to UF�s pro�ts under no vertical FDI. Taking this into

account, DH optimally sets A = FNHF + F
N
FF .

Proposition 1 Vertical FDI arises in equilibrium if and only if bcF < cF .
As Proposition 1 states, vertical FDI takes place whenever the transfer of intangible assets is

e¤ective. This holds independently of the presence or absence of intra-�rm trade under vertical

16Note though that the same does not also hold for the �xed terms of trade (i.e., for FHF ), since the latter are
by de�nition equal to zero under vertical FDI.
17A straightforward implication of the decrease in UF�s marginal cost from cF to bcF is the respective decrease

in CFF . The latter can cause a switch in DF�s input supplier from UH to UF or it can lead to an increase in
qF (CFF ).
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FDI. In other words, the home downstream �rm has incentives to establish a foreign upstream

a¢ liate even when it does not source the input from the latter. Why?

To answer the above, �rst consider the case in which the MNE makes, sells and buys the

input, that is, the case which, according to Lemma 2, arises when bcF � t < cH < bcF + t. In
such a case, vertical FDI accompanied by the e¤ective transfer of intangible assets gives rise to

two e¤ects. The �rst e¤ect refers to the fact that vertical FDI results in (more) sales for UF in

country F (i.e., sales to DF ), and thus, in pro�ts for DH from the foreign country. This implies

that vertical FDI allows the MNE�s parent �rm to take advantage of its intangible assets in

another country besides its home country. From now on, we will refer to this e¤ect as the assets

exploitation e¤ect of vertical FDI. The second e¤ect is the outsourcing terms e¤ect, which refers

to the fact that vertical FDI causes an improvement in the terms in which DH sources the input

from the external domestic input supplier. This arises because the e¤ective transfer of assets to

UF improves DH�s outside option in its trading with UH - it improves its cross-threat.

Consider now the (make), buy and not sell case, which arises when cH < bcF � t. Although
in this case the foreign upstream �rm makes no sales, and thus, no pro�ts in either country,

the home downstream �rm still has incentives to acquire it as long as the transfer of assets

is e¤ective. Hence, there are incentives for vertical FDI even when the cross-country factor

cost di¤erences do not work in favor of vertical FDI. Why is that? Vertical FDI is now driven

exclusively by the outsourcing terms e¤ect. In other words, vertical FDI is motivated by the

achievement of better input sourcing terms domestically alone.

When the MNE�s parent �rm sources the input from its upstream a¢ liate, that is, in the

make, sell and not buy case (when cH > bc+ t), the e¤ective transfer of intangible assets clearly
does not give rise to the outsourcing terms e¤ect. It gives rise instead to the assets exploitation

e¤ect as well as to an additional e¤ect, the insourcing terms e¤ect. The latter refers to the

improvement in the terms at which DH insources the input under vertical FDI. Interestingly,

this improvement is not driven by the disappearance of the mark-up that an external upstream

�rm could set on the input price. It is driven instead by the e¤ective transfer of intangible

assets.

When the transfer of intangible assets is not e¤ective (bcF = cF ), all the above mentioned

e¤ects that work in favor of vertical FDI are absent; hence, the incentives for vertical FDI are

also absent. This observation highlights the key role of the transfer of intangible assets in the

vertical FDI decision. Importantly, this observation is in line with the empirical study of Atalay

et al. (2014), which using data from multi-plant �rms within the U.S., concludes that one of the

primary purposes for vertical ownership is the facilitation of the e¢ cient transfer of intangible
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inputs within the �rms. It is also in line with the empirical study of Ramondo et al. (2016),

which argues that the reason that U.S. MNEs own international segmented production chains

might be the fact that the transfer of intangible goods, such as know-how and organizational

capabilities, along the vertical production chain can be a source of comparative advantage in

the production of vertically related goods abroad. We provide here a formal theoretical support

to this view. Moreover, we complement this view by pointing out that an additional motive for

vertical FDI, besides the exploitation of intangible assets abroad, could be the strengthening of

the MNEs�parent �rms cross-threats in their trading with the domestic input suppliers, which

leads to improved terms of trade domestically.

5 Trade Liberalization

In this Section, we explore how trade liberalization, captured by a tari¤ reduction, can a¤ect

international trade and the incentives for vertical FDI. We resort here, as well as in the rest

of our analysis, to the use of the standard linear inverse demand function, p(qi) = a � qi, with

a � ci > t > 0. Moreover, we focus here on the case in which the transfer of assets is e¤ective.

Doing so, we �nd the following.

Proposition 2 (i) Trade liberalization has a positive impact on the volume of international

trade if t is ex ante below minfbcF � cH ; cH � bcF g or if it drops ex post below it, and no impact
otherwise.

(ii) Trade liberalization has a positive impact on the incentives for vertical FDI unless bcF �
cH < t < minfcF � cH ; a�cH + bcF � cF g. In the latter case, its impact is negative.

Proposition 2(i) informs us that, as expected, trade liberalization can enhance the volume

of input imports. This holds when the tari¤ is su¢ ciently low before the tari¤ reduction takes

place as well as when it is not su¢ ciently low but it drops su¢ ciently. In the former case, there

are imports even before trade liberalization and the latter, by reducing the trade cost, results in

an increase in their volume. In the second case, there are no imports before trade liberalization

and a drop of t can trigger them: DH starts sourcing the input from its foreign a¢ liate UF , and

thus, intra-�rm input trade appears.18

According to Proposition 2(ii), trade liberalization can also the incentives for vertical FDI.

Why is that? When input production is more e¢ cient in the foreign country, UF�s sales in

18These �ndings are in line with the empirical �ndings of Feinberg and Keane (2001) and Hanson et al. (2005)
who �nd that a fall in trade costs results in an increase in the quantity of intermediate inputs that U.S. parent
�rms import from their foreign a¢ liates. They are also in line with Hayakawa and Matsura (2015) who �nd a
positive impact of trade liberalization of Asian host countries on the incoming Japanese vertical FDI.
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country F do not depend on t, and thus, a tari¤ reduction has no impact at all on the assets

exploitation e¤ect. Still, a tari¤ reduction reinforces then either the insourcing terms e¤ect or

the outsourcing terms e¤ect, strengthening the incentives for vertical FDI. More speci�cally,

when DH imports the input from UF under vertical FDI, the lower is t, the better are its

insourcing terms. Similarly, when DH sources the input from UH under vertical FDI, the lower

is t, the stronger is its cross-threat, and thus, the better are its outsourcing terms.

However, when the input production is less e¢ cient in the foreign country, trade liberalization

can, under certain circumstances, weaken the incentives for vertical FDI. This is so because

although a tari¤reduction continues to boost either the outsourcing terms e¤ect or the insourcing

terms e¤ect, it can now diminish the assets exploitation e¤ect. This holds whenever DF imports

the input from UH only under no vertical FDI (i.e., when bcF � cH < t < cF � cH). In such a

case, a tari¤ reduction improves the outside option of DF ; which negatively a¤ects UF�s pro�ts,

and in turn, DH�s pro�ts under vertical FDI. In other words, in such a case, the lower is t, the

stronger is the negative impact of trade liberalization on the assets exploitation e¤ect, and in

turn the less likely is that trade liberalization will reinforce the vertical FDI incentives.

According to the traditional international economics theory (see e.g., Markusen, 2002), trade

liberalization, by weakening the "tari¤-jumping" motive for FDI, should encourage international

trade and discourage FDI. In contrast to this, we conclude that trade liberalization can en-

hance both FDI and international trade. Doing so, we provide an explanation for the extensive

empirical evidence which demonstrate that over the last three decades, the increase in trade

liberalization has been accompanied by an increase in both international trade and FDI.19

6 Welfare Implications

Next, we examine the welfare implications of vertical FDI for both the home and the foreign

country. We focus on the case in which vertical FDI arises in equilibrium, i.e., bcF < cF .
Proposition 3 (i) Vertical FDI has a positive impact on the consumers� surplus of the home

country if cH > bcF + t, and no impact otherwise.
(ii) Vertical FDI increases the total welfare of the home country if cH + t > cF : When

cH + t < cF , there exist two threshold values, t0 and t1, such that vertical FDI reduces the total

19 In fact, according to data from the WTO and the UNCTAD, between 1980 and 2008, world trade increased
sevenfold and FDI almost thirtyfold, both outpacing the increase in world GDP in the same period. For alternative
explanations for the positive impact of trade liberalization on FDI see e.g., Motta and Norman (1996), Bjorvatn
(2004).
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welfare of the home country if either (a) cH < bcF < cF and t < t0 or (b) bcF < cH < cF and t <
minft1; cH � bcF ; cF � cHg, and increases it otherwise.

According to Proposition 3(i), vertical FDI can either have no e¤ect on the consumers of

the home country or it can be bene�cial for them. The intuition is as follows. Recall that Di

sources the input from the upstream �rm from which it faces the lowest total marginal cost

Cik. When DH sources the input from UH , vertical FDI does not a¤ect CiH . However, when

it sources the input from UF , vertical FDI decreases CiF by reducing UF�s marginal production

cost from cF to bcF . In other words, vertical FDI has either no e¤ect or a positive e¤ect on DH�s
e¢ ciency. A straightforward implication of this is that DH�s output and, in turn, the home

country�s consumers�surplus under vertical FDI is either equal or larger than the respective one

under no vertical FDI.

The home country�s tari¤ revenues, similarly to its consumers� surplus, either increase or

remain unchanged with vertical FDI. This is so because vertical FDI can either trigger DH�s

imports from UF , it can increase them, or it can leave them unchanged.

Regarding the home country�s producers�surplus, we know from Proposition 1 that DH�s

pro�ts are higher with than without vertical FDI. The pro�ts of UH though can be lower with

vertical FDI under certain circumstances. In particular, when cH < cF and t is su¢ ciently low,

UH sells the input to DF under no vertical FDI; as a result, when vertical FDI takes place, the

competitiveness of its rival, UF , increases, and thus, the pro�ts of UH decrease either because (a)

it ends up charging its customer (DF ) a lower �xed fee or (b) because DF switches to sourcing

the input from UF . In case (a), the only (net) e¤ect of vertical FDI on the home country�s total

welfare is the drop in the �xed fee that UH charges to DH . In case (b), however, there is an

additional gain for the home country because DH gets the pro�ts that UF obtains in country F

by supplying the input to DF . According to Proposition 3, for su¢ ciently low values of t, UH�s

losses dominate, rendering vertical FDI detrimental for the home country�s welfare.20

Next, we examine whether vertical FDI is welfare-enhancing for the foreign country.

Proposition 4 (i) Vertical FDI has a positive impact on the consumers�surplus of the foreign

country if bcF < cH + t, and no impact otherwise.
(ii) Vertical FDI increases the total welfare of the foreign country if cH + t > cF : When

cH + t < cF , there exists a threshold value, t2, such that vertical FDI reduces the total welfare

of the foreign country if (a) cH < bcF < cF and maxfbcF � cH ; t2g < t < cF � cH , as well as if
20The threshold values t0 and t1 as well as a detailed analysis of the welfare e¤ects of vertical FDI in all possible

scenarios can be found in the proof of Proposition 3, in the Appendix.
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(b) bcF < cH < cF and maxfcH � bcF ; t2g < t < cF � cH or (c) bcF < cH < cF and t2 < t <

minfcF � cH ; cH � bcF g, and it increases it otherwise.
Vertical FDI can not hurt the consumers of the foreign country either. By resulting in a reduc-

tion in UF�s marginal cost, vertical FDI increases country F�s e¢ ciency. This e¢ ciency gain

materializes only when UF makes sales under vertical FDI (when bcF < cH + t); hence, the

consumers�surplus in the foreign country increases then with vertical FDI. Otherwise, vertical

FDI does not a¤ect the foreign consumers.

It is quite intuitive that in the absence of a tari¤, vertical FDI can not be welfare-reducing

for the foreign country. In particular, given that in equilibrium the inputs are always sold at

marginal cost and UF is fully compensated under vertical FDI (through A), when t = 0, a welfare

loss can occur in country F only through a decrease in its cost e¢ ciency, which never takes place.

Still, Proposition 4(ii) informs us that vertical FDI reduces the foreign country�s total welfare

whenever t is not too low but it is lower than cF � cH . Why is that? The answer has to do with

the negative impact that vertical FDI can have on the foreign country�s tari¤ revenues. The

latter occurs whenever vertical FDI alters DF�s input sourcing decision from o¤shoring, which

generates tari¤ revenues in the foreign country, to domestic outsourcing, which eliminates the

tari¤ revenues (e.g., when bcF � cH < t < cF � cH).
Combining Propositions 3 and 4, we note that there exist cases in which vertical FDI reduces

total welfare in one country and increases it in the other. For instance, setting a = 20;bcF = 1,
cH = 2 and cF = 6, it is direct to see that when t < 0:69, vertical FDI is welfare-reducing for

the home country and welfare-enhancing for the foreign country; when instead 0:69 < t < 3:18,

vertical FDI increases welfare in both countries; when 3:18 < t < 4, vertical FDI is welfare-

enhancing for the home country and welfare-reducing for the foreign country. Finally, when

4 < t (< 14), vertical FDI increases welfare in both countries.

In light of the potentially di¤erent implications of vertical FDI on the welfare of the two

countries, one might wonder about its impact on their joint total welfare.

Proposition 5 (i) Vertical FDI has a positive impact on the joint total welfare of the two

countries if cH + t > cF .

(ii) When cH+t < cF , there exists a threshold value, t3, such that vertical FDI has a negative

impact on the joint total welfare of the two countries if bcF � cH < t < minft3, cF � cHg, no

impact if t < bcF � cH , and a positive impact otherwise.
When the transfer of intangible assets is e¤ective, vertical FDI gives rise to an e¢ ciency

gain. On the basis of this, we would expect that vertical FDI increases the joint total welfare of
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the two countries. However, this is not always the case. This result, which is counterintuitive

at �rst sight, is driven by the fact that under certain circumstances, vertical FDI also causes an

ine¢ ciency. In particular, consider the case in which the home input supplier is more e¢ cient

that the foreign one even after vertical FDI takes place (cH < bcF ). In such a case, DH sources

the input domestically both with and without vertical FDI; hence, the total surplus generated in

the home country does not change with vertical FDI. Suppose also that bcF � cH < t < cF � cH ,
so that when vertical FDI materializes, DF changes its input supplier from UH to UF . In this

scenario, DF , due to vertical FDI, ends up using an input which is produced at a higher cost.

The (socially) ine¢ cient behavior of DF arises from the existence of the tari¤. As Proposition

5 states, when t is su¢ ciently high within this region (bcF � cH < t < minft3; cF � cHg), the

(in)e¢ ciency e¤ect dominates the e¢ ciency gain resulting in the undesirability of vertical FDI

from a joint total welfare perspective.

Interestingly, for a particular set of parameters, vertical FDI has no e¤ect on the joint welfare

of the two countries. This occurs when cH + t < bcF , i.e., when both DH and DF source the

input from UH with and without vertical FDI. In this case, UF makes no sales, and thus, the

marginal cost reduction generated by vertical FDI cannot be exploited; hence, although vertical

FDI changes the way in which the total surplus is shared, the size of the total surplus remains

unchanged.

In light of the above, we can draw a number of policy conclusions regarding the treatment

of vertical cross-border M&As. Our results suggest that if the national competition authorities

of the concerned countries use consumers�surplus as their standard in the evaluation of M&As,

then they should both approve a vertical cross-border acquisition as the one considered here.

However, if a total welfare standard is used (this is the case in some countries, e.g., Canada,

Australia), then con�icting interests can arise that could lead to the rejection of such an ac-

quisition in one country and its approval in the other. In the latter case, the existence of a

supranational competition policy authority (e.g., the European Commission) could potentially

resolve the problem by evaluating the acquisition using its overall impact on the two countries

as its criterion.21�22

21A few papers that consider horizontal M&As in open economies, and not vertical cross-border M&As, also
identify potential con�icts that could arise between the national competition authoririties of di¤erent countries
(e.g., Keith and Ries, 1997; Breinlich et al., 2016).
22As Horn and Levinshon (2001, p. 244) state: "International organisations traditionally concerned with trade

policies have also turned their attention to competition policies [...] The European Union has gone even further,
suggesting an international agreement in competition policies. The EU has also in practice sought to solve the
problem of often con�icting competition policies in the context of a uni�ed European market through supra-
national competition policies."
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7 Extensions

7.1 Domestic Vertical Acquisition

In our main model, we have assumed that the home downstream �rm considers acquiring the

foreign upstream �rm. One might though wonder whether it would prefer to acquire instead the

domestic upstream �rm. Next, we explore this issue.

We extend now our model and assume that in the �rst stage of the game, DH chooses among

acquiring UH , acquiring UF , and no acquisition at all. In addition, we assume that DH transfers

its intangible assets to UH when the latter accepts the acquisition o¤er, AH . This transfer can

lead to a reduction in UH�s local marginal cost from cH to bcH . We focus on the case in which
cH � bcH = cF � bcF > 0.

>From Proposition 1, we know that when the transfer of assets is e¤ective, DH is better o¤

with than without vertical cross-border acquisition. Given this, in what follows we only need

to determine DH�s preferred acquisition target, i.e., to compare its pro�ts with cross-border

acquisition and domestic acquisition.

Proposition 6 The home downstream �rm prefers vertical cross-border acquisition over vertical

domestic acquisition if cH + t > cF . Otherwise, it prefers vertical domestic acquisition.

Proposition 6 informs us that the home downstream �rm prefers acquiring UF rather than UH

when the former is more e¢ cient as well as when it is less e¢ cient and the tari¤ is su¢ ciently

high. Thus, under certain conditions, a cross-border acquisition is preferred over a domestic

acquisition. Why is that?

Consider �rst the case in which UF is more e¢ cient than UH . Although in such a case, the

acquisition of UF is more expensive than that of UH , DH prefers to acquire the former. This

occurs because the assets exploitation e¤ect is stronger then. In particular, under domestic

acquisition, DF either sources the input domestically, and thus, the assets exploitation e¤ect

is absent, or it imports a lower quantity than the one that it sources from UF under cross-

border acquisition (since cF < cH implies that bcF < bcH + t also holds). In addition, this can
also occur because the insourcing terms e¤ect is stronger under vertical cross-border acquisition

when cF + t < cH , and thus, when the cost that DH faces when it sources the input from its

upstream a¢ liate is lower when the latter is located abroad.

Consider now the case in which UF is less e¢ cient than UH and the tari¤ is su¢ ciently high.

The insourcing terms e¤ect is now always in favor of domestic acquisition. This is so because

cH < cF implies that cF + t < cH always holds now. Still, cross-border acquisition is preferred
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due again to the intensity of the assets exploitation e¤ect which is stronger under cross-border

acquisition in this case too for the above mentioned reasons.

We can relate the result in Proposition 6 with our previous conclusion that vertical FDI can

arise in equilibrium even when the MNE�s parent �rm does not source the input from its foreign

a¢ liate. In particular, Proposition 6 implies that this conclusion continues to hold even when

the home downstream �rm has the possibility to choose vertical domestic acquisition instead,

at least as long as cH + t > cF .23

7.2 Linear Contracts

Up to now we have performed our analysis assuming that input trading takes place through

two-part tari¤ contracts. Here, we examine the robustness of our main �ndings when vertical

trading takes place instead through wholesale price contracts, i.e., through contracts which

include only wik. In order to guarantee that the upstream cost asymmetry is not too large, and

in particular, that the e¢ cient upstream supplier cannot behave as a monopolist, we assume

now that a > 2cj � ci when ci < cj . We allow for bcF � cF .
Under no vertical FDI, the Nash equilibrium of the wholesale price game involves the less

e¢ cient upstream �rm o¤ering to Di a wholesale price equal to its own marginal cost and the

more e¢ cient upstream �rm o¤ering a limit wholesale price which is above its own marginal

cost and just below its rival�s cost.24 Clearly, the latter becomes Di�s input supplier. It follows

that under wholesale price contracts, in contrast to what happens under two-part tari¤s, Di�s

input supplier sets a positive mark-up on the wholesale price; double marginalization is present.

Under vertical FDI, DH can insource the input at marginal cost CHF = bcF + t from UF .

Because of this, the o¤er made by UH to DH , in line with the above, is wViH = cH if CiH > CiF

and wViH = cF if CiH < CiF and DH chooses respectively insourcing and outsourcing.

Taking the above into account, we �nd that vertical FDI arises in equilibrium not only when

the transfer of intangible assets is e¤ective, but also when it is not and t < cH�cF . In the former

case, if the tari¤ is not su¢ ciently high, the motive for vertical FDI is again the insourcing terms

e¤ect along with the assets exploitation e¤ect. If instead the tari¤ is su¢ ciently high, the motive

for vertical FDI is the outsourcing terms e¤ect alone or along with the assets exploitation e¤ect.

When bcF = cF and t < cH � cF , DH sources the input from UF both with and without

vertical FDI. Clearly, in such a case, vertical FDI is motivated by neither of the e¤ects identi�ed

23 It is easy to check that the condition cH + t > cF includes the make, sell and buy case where, after the cross-
border acquistion takes place, both downstream �rms choose to source the input domestically. In particular, this
would be the case if e.g., cF < cH and cF + t > cH .
24For more on this see Mathewson and Winter (1987).
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in our main analysis. It is motivated instead by the elimination of the double marginalization

that takes places when vertical FDI materializes. In other words, in this case the motivation for

vertical FDI is in line with the conventional wisdom.

8 Concluding Remarks

We have explored the incentives for vertical FDI along with its implications in a partial equi-

librium model with two countries and two stages of production. We have focused on backward

vertical FDI that takes place through a cross-border acquisition. We have allowed for the transfer

of intangible assets among the MNE�s vertically related production plants, without presuming

that there is also transfer of products (i.e., intra-�rm trade) among them.

We have shown that the motives for vertical FDI are more complex than conventionally

assumed. A MNE does not always undertake vertical FDI in order to secure better input

sourcing terms from a foreign country with more e¢ cient input production. A MNE might

undertake vertical FDI even when a foreign downstream �rm and not its parent �rm sources the

input from its own foreign upstream a¢ liate. That is, there are cases in which the MNE makes,

sells and buys the input. In such cases, as long as there is an e¤ective transfer of intangible assets

between the MNE�s parent �rm and a¢ liate, the MNE engages in FDI for two reasons. The �rst

reason is the exploitation of its intangible assets in another country besides its home country.

The second reason is the improvement in its cross-threat in the trading with the domestic input

supplier, and thus, the achievement of better input sourcing terms domestically. In fact, we �nd

cases in which vertical FDI can be motivated by the second reason alone.

We have also shown that trade liberalization can enhance not only the volume of international

trade in intermediate products but also the incentives for vertical FDI. This occurs through the

enhancement that it causes in the input sourcing terms of the MNE�s parent �rm. Finally, we

have shown that vertical FDI is welfare increasing for both the home and the foreign country

as long as the latter is more e¢ cient in input production. Otherwise, the welfare implications

of vertical FDI can be negative as well as they can di¤er among the two countries; vertical FDI

can be welfare-enhancing for one country and welfare-detrimental for the other.

Summing up, we have performed an in depth analysis of the incentives for vertical FDI.

We have provided a theoretical explanation for the recent empirical �ndings that report many

instances in which there is no intra-�rm trade within vertically integrated MNEs as well as for

the empirically documented positive impact of trade liberalization on both international trade

and FDI. Finally, we have pointed out that a number of issues arise regarding the treatment of
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cross-border vertical mergers and acquisitions by the competition policy authorities of di¤erent

countries and the potential need for coordination among them on an international level.

In future work, we plan to enrich our analysis by considering the role of downstream compe-

tition as well as by examining the interactions and con�icts that can arise in the simultaneous

optimal design of trade policy, competition policy and FDI attracting policy.25

9 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1: We start by determining DH�s input sourcing decision. If t > cH � cF ,

then given that wNHH = cH and wNHF = cF , we have CHH < CHF . Since the maximized

stand-alone joint pro�ts of the (Uk; Di) pair decrease with Cik, it follows that �UHDH (CHH) >

�UFDH (CHF ). The latter implies that in equilibrium FNHH = �UHDH (CHH)� �UFDH (CHF ) and

FNHF = 0. Substituting the equilibrium terms of trade into (2), we note that �DH (CHH ; F
N
HH) >

�DH (CHF ; F
N
HF ). If instead t < cH � cF , then given that wNHH = cH and wNHF = cF , we

have CHH < CHF . Following the same reasoning as above, we obtain: FNHH = 0 and FNHF =

�UFDH (CHF )� �UHDH (CHH): Hence, �DH (CHH ; FNHH) < �DH (CHF ; FNHF ). It follows that DH
decides to source the input from UH if t > cH � cF and from UF otherwise.

We turn now to DF�s input sourcing decision. Since wNFH = cH and wNFF = cF , it follows

that CFH = cH + t and CFF = cF . Given this, if t > cF � cH , then CFH > CFF , which

implies that the maximized stand-alone joint pro�ts of the (UF ; DF ) pair are higher than those

of the (UH ; DF ) pair. Therefore, FNFH = 0 and FNFF = �UFDF (CFF ) � �UHDF (CFH), and in

turn, �DF (CFH ; FFH) < �DF (CFF ; FFF ). If instead t < cF � cH , then CFH < CFF . Thus, in

equilibrium FNFH = �UHDF (CFH)� �UFDF (CFF ) and FNFF = 0 and, in turn, �DF (CFH ; FNFH) >

�DF (CFF ; F
N
FF ). It follows that DF optimally chooses outsourcing if t > cF � cH and o¤shoring

otherwise. �

Proof of Lemma 2: (i) Under vertical FDI, DH can obtain the input from UF at bcF + t or
from UH at wVHH = cH . In other words, under vertical FDI, CHH = cH and CHF = bcF + t.
Therefore, if t > cH � bcF , then CHH < CHF , which implies that �UHDH (CHH) > �UFDH (CHF ):
As a consequence, F VHH = �UHDH (CHH) � �UFDH (CHF ), and, in turn, �DH (CHH ; F VHH) >

�DH (CHF ; F
V
HF ). If instead t < cH � bcF , then CHH > CHF . Therefore, F VHH = 0 and, in

turn, �DH (CHH ; F
V
HH) < �DH (CHF ; F

V
HF ). It follows that DH optimally chooses outsourcing if

25The inclusion of downstream competition could give rise to serious complications regarding the existence of
equilibrium and the beliefs formed by �rms when rival upstream �rms deal with the same competing downstream
�rms through non-linear contracts. For more on this, see two reviews of the literature on vertically related markets
by Inderst (2010) and Miklós-Thal et al. (2010).
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t > cH � bcF and insourcing otherwise.
(ii) Since wVFH = cH and wVFF = cF , it follows that CFH = cH + t and CFF = bcF . Given
this, if t > bcF � cH , then CFH > CFF , and, in turn, UH and UF optimally set F VFH = 0

and F VFF = �UFDF (CFF )��UHDF (CFH). A straightforward implication is that �UHDF (CFH) <

�UFDF (CFF ). If, instead, t < bcF � cH , then CFH < CFF ; hence, the optimal �xed fees are

F VFH = �UHDF (CFH)��UFDF (CFF ) and F VFF = 0. It follows from this that now �UHDF (CFH) >

�UFDF (CFF ). Thus, DF resorts to o¤shoring if t < bcF � cH and to outsourcing otherwise. �
Proof of Proposition 1: We start with the case in which cH > cF . Clearly, in this case, DF

always obtains the input from UF . We distinguish among the following sub-cases:

(i) If t > cH � bcF , then CHH < CHF and thus DH will not obtain the input from UF both with

and without vertical FDI. In this case, the resulting total net pro�ts of DH are given by (4)

under no vertical FDI and by:

�VDH =
�
p(q�H( bCHF ))� bCHF� q�H( bCHF ) + �p(q�F ( bCFF ))� bCFF� q�F ( bCFF ) (6)

� (p(q�F (CFF ))� CFF ) q�F (CFF ); (7)

under vertical FDI, with bCHF � bcF + t and bCFF � bcF . Calculating their di¤erence, we have:
�VDH � �

N
DH

=
�
p(q�H( bCHF ))� bCHF� q�H( bCHF )� (p(q�H(CHF ))� CHF ) q�H(CHF ) (8)

+
�
p(q�F ( bCFF ))� bCFF� q�F ( bCFF )� (p(q�F (CFF ))� CFF ) q�F (CFF ):

It can be easily observed that (8) is equal to zero if bcF = cF while it is positive if bcF < cF .
(ii) If cH�bcF > t > cH�cF , then DH sources the input from UF only under vertical FDI. In this
case, DH�s total pro�ts without vertical FDI are given by (4), while its pro�ts with vertical FDI

are given by (6) from above. Therefore, their di¤erence coincides with (8); hence, in this case,

DH always has incentives to undertake vertical FDI since the condition cH � bcF > t > cH � cF
is satis�ed only if bcF < cF .
(iii) If cH � cF > t, then DH sources the input from UF both with and without vertical FDI. Its

pro�ts under no vertical FDI are given now by (5). Its pro�ts instead under vertical FDI are
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given by:

�VDH =
�
p(q�H( bCHF ))� bCHF� q�H( bCHF ) + �p(q�F ( bCFF ))� bCFF� q�F ( bCFF ) (9)

� (p(q�H(CHF ))� CHF ) q�H(CHF ) + (p(q�H(CHH))� CHH) q�H(CHH)

� (p(q�F (CFF ))� CFF ) q�F (CFF ):

The di¤erence between (9) and (5) coincides with (8). Therefore, as in (i) and (ii),DH undertakes

vertical FDI when the transfer of its intangible assets is e¤ective.

We move now to the case in which cH < cF . In this case, DH always source the input from

UH under no vertical FDI, and thus, its pro�ts under no vertical FDI are given by (4). We

distinguish among the following sub-cases:

(i) cF � bcF > cH and t > cF � cH : In this case, DH sources the input from UH and DF

sources the input from UF under both vertical FDI and no vertical FDI. This implies that

UF makes positive pro�ts from country F both with and without vertical FDI. Making the

appropriate substitutions, we observe that the total pro�ts of DH under vertical FDI are given

by (6) from above. Therefore, their di¤erence between DH�s pro�ts with vertical FDI (6) and

without vertical FDI (4) is given again by (7). Hence, vertical FDI arises in equilibrium if and

only if bcF < cF .
(ii) cF > bcF > cH and cF � cH > t > bcF � cH : In this case, DH sources the input from UH

under both vertical FDI and no vertical FDI, while DF sources the input from UH only under

no vertical FDI, and thus, A� = 0. Substituting the appropriate equilibrium contract terms, we

obtain DH�s pro�ts under vertical FDI and subtracting (4) from them, we have:

�VDH � �
N
DH

=
�
p(q�H( bCHF ))� bCHF� q�H( bCHF )� (p(q�H(CHF ))� CHF ) q�H(CHF ) (10)

+
�
p(q�F ( bCFF ))� bCFF� q�F ( bCFF )� (p(q�F (CFH))� CFH) q�F (CFH).

This di¤erence �VDH � �
N
DH

is now always positive since cF > bcF > cH and t > bcF � cH .
(iii) cF � bcF > cH and t < bcF � cH : In this case, DH sources the input from UH under both

vertical FDI and no vertical FDI, while DF imports the input both with and without vertical

FDI. Therefore, A� = 0 and DH makes pro�ts only from sales in country H. Its pro�ts under

vertical FDI are thus given by �VDH =
�
p(q�H(

bCHF ))� bCHF� q�H( bCHF ). Hence, the di¤erence
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between them and (4) is:

�VDH � �
N
DH

=
�
p(q�H( bCHF ))� bCHF� q�H( bCHF )� (p(q�H(CHF ))� CHF ) q�H(CHF ), (11)

which is positive if and only if bcF < cF .
(iv) cF > cH > bcF , t > cF �cH and t > cH�bcF : In this case, none of the downstream �rms ever
imports the input. The resulting pro�ts of the home retailer DH under vertical FDI are given

by (6). Therefore, the di¤erence in DH�s pro�ts with vertical FDI (6) and without vertical FDI

(4) is given again by (7). Since bcF < cF , (7) is positive.
(v) cF > cH > bcF , t < cF � cH and t > cH � bcF : In this case, DH never imports the input and

DF imports it only under no vertical FDI. Therefore, in this case, A� = 0 and the pro�ts of DH

under vertical FDI are given by (9). Therefore, the di¤erence in DH�s pro�ts with vertical FDI

(9) and without vertical FDI (4) is given by (10). This di¤erence is positive since in this casebcF < cF holds.
(vi) cF > cH > bcF , t > cF � cH and t < cH � bcF : In this case, DH imports the input only

under vertical FDI and DF never imports the input. Therefore, in this case the pro�ts of DH

under vertical FDI are given by (6), and the di¤erence in DH�s pro�ts with vertical FDI (6) and

without vertical FDI (4) is given by (7). This di¤erence is positive since bcF < cF :
(vii) cF > cH > bcF , t < cF � cH and t < cH �bcF : In this case, DF imports the input only under
no vertical FDI and DH imports it only under vertical FDI. Therefore, in this case, A� = 0 and

the pro�ts of DH under vertical FDI are given by (9). Therefore, the di¤erence in DH�s pro�ts

with vertical FDI (9) and without vertical FDI (4) is given by (10). This di¤erence is positive

again since in this case bcF < cF and cH + t > bcF too. �
Proof of Proposition 2

(i) We need to distinguish between case (a) bcF < cF < cH , case (b) bcF < cH < cF and case (c)
cH < bcF < cF . We know from Proposition 1 that, in all these cases, there is vertical FDI in

equilibrium.

Case (a): We know from Lemmas 1 and 2 that DF , independently of the level of t, does

not import the input. Therefore, a decrease in t will have no impact on its imports. On the

other hand, DH imports the input if and only if t < cH � bcF . When DH imports the input,

its quantity, and thus, the quantity of the imported input is: qH =
a�(bcF+t)

2 . Therefore, in this

case, a decrease in t from a level above cH � bcF to a level below cH � bcF will trigger imports.
Moreover, when t is initially below cH � bcF , a decrease in t will result in an increase in the
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quantity of the imported input.

Case (b): We know from Lemma 2 that DF imports the input only when cH < bcF and

t < bcF � cH . These conditions do not hold in this case (notice that the second condition would
be satis�ed only for su¢ ciently negative values of t), implying that DF does not import the

input and that a decrease in t will not trigger its imports in this case. At the same time, we

know that under vertical FDI, DH imports the input only when cH > bcF and t < cH � bcF . The
�rst condition holds in this case. When the second condition also holds, i.e., if t < cH � bcF ,
DH imports the input and the quantity of the imported input is: qH =

a�(bcF+t)
2 . Therefore, a

decrease in t from above cH � bcF to below cH � bcF will trigger imports in this case. Moreover,
when in this case t is initially below cH � bcF , a decrease in t will result in an increase in the
quantity of the imported input.

Case (c): We know that DH will not import the input in this case. At the same time, we

also know that in this case, DF will import the input if and only if t < bcF � cH . When DF
imports the input and the quantity of the imported input is: qF =

a�(cH+t)
2 . Therefore, when

t is initially below bcF � cH , a decrease in t will result into an increase in the quantity of the
imported input.

(ii) We need to distinguish between case (a) cH > cF and case (b) cH < cF .

Case (a): We know from the proof of Proposition 1 that the di¤erence �VDH � �
N
DH

is given

by (7), which for the linear demand case corresponds to:

�VDH � �
N
DH

=
(a� bcF � t)2

4
� (a� cF � t)

2

4
+
(a� bcF )2

4
� (a� cF )

2

4
: (12)

Di¤erentiating (12) in terms of t we �nd:

@(�VDH � �
N
DH
)

@t
=
bcF � cF
2

. (13)

Clearly, given that bcF < cF , (13) is negative. Thus, a decrease in t, leads to an increase in

�VDH � �
N
DH
; hence, the lower is t, the stronger are the incentives for vertical FDI.

Case (b): From the proof of Proposition 1, we know that if cF > bcF > cH and t > cF �cH as
well as when cF > cH > bcF and t > cF � cH , then �VDH ��NDH is given by (7) which corresponds
to (12) in the linear demand case. Di¤erentiating (12) in terms of t, we �nd (13), and thus, we

conclude that t has a positive impact on �VDH � �
N
DH
. From the proof of Proposition 1, we also

know that if cF > bcF > cH and t < cF � cH , then �VDH ��NDH is given by (10) when t > bcF � cH
and by (11) when t < bcF � cH , which for the linear demand case correspond respectively to:
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�VDH � �
N
DH

=
(a� bcF � t)2

4
� (a� cF � t)

2

4
+
(a� bcF )2

4
� (a� cH � t)

2

4
; (14)

�VDH � �
N
DH

=
(a� bcF � t)2

4
� (a� cF � t)

2

4
: (15)

Di¤erentiating (15) in terms of t, we obtain (13), which is negative. Therefore, if cF > bcF > cH
and t < bcF � cH , a decrease in t has a positive impact on �VDH � �NDH . Di¤erentiating though
(14) in terms of t we obtain:

@(�VDH � �
N
DH
)

@t
=
bcF � cF + a� cH � t

2
: (16)

Expression (16) is positive if and only if t < a� cH +bcF � cF . Therefore, in this case, a decrease
in t has a positive impact on �VDH � �

N
DH

when either t > a � cH + bcF � cF or t < bcF � cH .
Otherwise, it has a negative impact.

Finally, if cF > cH > bcF and t < cF � cH , then from the proof of Proposition 1 we know that

�VDH��
N
DH

is given by (10) which corresponds to (14) for the linear demand case. Di¤erentiating

(14) in terms of t, we obtain (16), which is positive if t < a�cH+bcF �cF and negative otherwise.
Therefore, in this case, a decrease in t has a positive impact on �VDH � �

N
DH

if t is su¢ ciently

large (t > a� cH + bcF � cF ) and a negative impact otherwise. �
Proof of Proposition 3: We de�ne the total welfare of country H as the sum of the pro�ts

of UH and DH , the surplus of its consumers, CSH , and its tari¤ revenues, TRVH . Let us

de�ne �WH as the di¤erence in the total welfare of country H with and without vertical FDI:

�WH � W V
H �WN

H = �VDH � �
N
DH

+ �VUH � �
N
UH
+ CSVH � CSNH + TRVH � TRNH : We have to

distinguish among several cases:

A. If cH > cF ; then DF sources the input domestically both with and without vertical FDI. In

addition:

(a) if t > cH � bcF , DH sources the input domestically both with and without vertical FDI

(so there are no tari¤ revenues in country H). In this case, �VDH ��
N
DH

is given by (12) and it is

positive, �VUH ��
N
UH
= ( (a�cH)

2

4 � (a�bcF�t)2
4 )� ( (a�cH)

2

4 � (a�cF�t)2
4 ) = (a�cF�t)2

4 � (a�bcF�t)2
4 > 0,

and CSVH � CSNH = 0: Thus, �WH =
(a�bcF )2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 > 0:

(b) if cH � cF < t < cH � bcF ; DH imports the input only under vertical FDI. In this

case, �VDH � �
N
DH

= (a�bcF�t)2
4 � (a�cF�t)2

4 + (a�bcF )2
4 � (a�cF )2

4 > 0, �VUH � �
N
UH

= �( (a�cH)
2

4 �
(a�cF�t)2

4 ) < 0; CSVH�CSNH = (a�bcF�t)2
8 � (a�cH)2

8 > 0, and TRVH�TRNH = t
(a�bcF�t)

2 > 0: Thus,

�WH =
3(a�bcF�t)2

8 � 3(a�cH)2
8 + (a�bcF )2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 + t (a�bcF�t)2 > 0:
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(c) if t < cH � cF , DH imports the input both with and without vertical FDI. In this case,

�VDH � �
N
DH

is given by (12) and it is positive, �VUH � �
N
UH

= 0; CSVH � CSNH = (a�bcF�t)2
8 �

(a�cF�t)2
8 > 0, and TRVH � TRNH = t( (a�bcF�t)2 � (a�cF�t)

2 ) > 0: Thus, �WH = 3(a�bcF�t)2
8 �

3(a�cF�t)2
8 + (a�bcF )2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 + t( (a�bcF�t)2 � (a�cF�t)

2 ) > 0:

B. If cH < cF ; then:

(a) if cH < bcF < cF and t > cF � cH , DH sources the input from UH and DF sources the

input from UF both with and without vertical FDI; hence, there are no tari¤ revenues in country

H. The analysis of this case is equivalent to that of case A(a) above.

(b) if cH < bcF < cF and bcF �cH < t < cF �cH , DH sources the input domestically both with
and without vertical FDI, while DF imports the input only under no vertical FDI. In this case

too, there are no tari¤ revenues in country H and �VDH ��
N
DH

is given by (14) and it is positive,

�VUH � �
N
UH

= (a�cF�t)2
4 � (a�bcF�t)2

4 + (a�cF )2
4 � (a�cH�t)2

4 < 0; and CSVH � CSNH = 0: Thus,

�WH = (
(a�bcF )2

4 � (a�cH�t)2
4 )� ( (a�cH�t)

2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 ). We can see that �WH is increasing in t

and solving �WH = 0 for t, we get that �WH < 0 if t < t0 = a� cH �
p
2a2+c2F+bc2F�2a(cF+bcF )p

2
;

and �WH > 0 otherwise. It is easy to check that bcF � cH < t0 < cF � cH holds; hence, we can

conclude that vertical FDI increases the total welfare in this region if and only if bcF�cH < t < t0.
(c) if cH < bcF < cF and t < bcF � cH , DH sources the input domestically both with and

without vertical FDI, while DF imports the input both with and without vertical FDI. In this

case, again, there are no tari¤ revenues in country H and �VDH � �
N
DH

is given by (15) and it

positive, �VUH � �
N
UH
= ( (a�cF�t)

2

4 � (a�bcF�t)2
4 ) + ( (a�cF )

2

4 � (a�bcF )2
4 ) < 0; and CSVH � CSNH = 0:

Thus, �WH = (
(a�cF )2

4 � (a�bcF )2
4 ) < 0:

(d) if bcF < cH < cF , t > cF � cH and t > cH � bcF , no downstream �rm ever imports the

input; hence, there are no tari¤ revenues in country H. This case is equivalent to case A(a)

above.

(e) if bcF < cH < cF and cH � bcF < t < cF � cH , DH never imports the input and DF

imports it only under no vertical FDI. This case is similar to case B(b) above, so �WH < 0 if

t < t0 = a� cH �
p
2a2+c2F+bc2F�2a(cF+bcF )p

2
; and �WH > 0 otherwise. However, it is easy to check

that in this case, t0 < cH � bcF , so we can conclude that �WH > 0 within the entire interval

under consideration.

(f) if bcF < cH < cF , t > cF � cH and t < cH � bcF , DH imports the input only under vertical

FDI and DF never imports the input. The analysis of this case is equivalent to that of case

A(b) above.

(g) if bcF < cH < cF , t < cF�cH and t < cH�bcF , DF imports the input only under no vertical
FDI and DH imports it only under vertical FDI. In this case, �VDH��

N
DH

is given by (14) and it is
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positive, �VUH��
N
UH
= �( (a�cH)

2

4 � (a�cF�t)2
4 + (a�cH�t)2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 ) < 0; CSVH�CSNH = (a�bcF�t)2

8 �
(a�cH)2

8 > 0, and TRVH � TRNH = t (a�bcF�t)24 > 0. Thus, �WH =
�
3(a�bcF�t)2

8 � 3(a�cH)2
8

�
+�

(a�bcF )2
4 � (a�cH�t)2

4

�
�
�
(a�cH�t)2

4 � (a�cF )2
4

�
+ t (a�bcF�t)2 . Notice that �WH is increasing in t

(as long as t is not too large) and concave and solving �WH = 0 for t, we get that �WH < 0 if

t < t1 =
1
5(3a + bcF � 4cH �q9a2 � 44abcF + 26bc2F � 20acF + 10c2F + 46acH � 8bcF cH � 19c2H));

and �WH > 0 otherwise. So we can conclude that vertical FDI reduces the total welfare of

country H if t < minft1; cH � bcF ; cF � cHg, and increases it otherwise. �
Proof of Proposition 4: We de�ne �WF as the di¤erence in the total welfare of country F

with and without vertical FDI: �WF �W V
F �WN

F = �VDF ��
N
DF
+�VUF ��

N
UF
+CSVF �CSNF +

TRVF � TRNF . The di¤erence �VUF � �
N
UF
is always equal to 0 since A is always set equal to �NUF .

We have to distinguish among several di¤erent cases:

A. If cH > cF ; then DF never imports the input. This means that regardless of the value of t,

we have �VDF � �
N
DF

= 0; CSVF � CSNF = (a�bcF )2
8 � (a�cF )2

8 > 0; and TRVF � TRNF = 0. Thus,

�WF = CS
V
F � CSNF = (a�bcF )2

8 � (a�cF )2
8 > 0.

B. If cH < cF ; then:

(a) if cH < bcF < cF and t > cF � cH , the welfare analysis coincides with case A.
(b) if cH < bcF < cF and bcF�cH < t < cF�cH , we have �VDF��NDF = (a�cH�t)2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 > 0;

CSVF �CSNF = (a�bcF )2
8 � (a�cH�t)2

8 > 0; TRVF �TRNF = �t
a�cH�t

2 < 0. Thus, �WF =
(a�bcF )2

8 �
(a�cH�t)2

8 + (a�cH�t)2
4 � (a�cF )2

4 �t( (a�cH�t)2 ): This expression is decreasing (for t not too large) and

convex in t. In particular, �WF < 0 if t is large enough within the interval under consideration,

namely, if t > t2 = 1
5(3a�3cH�

q
9a2 + 10abcF � 5bc2F � 20acF + 10c2F � 8acH + 4c2H)): In short,

�WF < 0 if maxft2;bcF � cH < t < cF � cH , and �WF > 0 otherwise.

(c) if cH < bcF < cF and t < bcF � cH , we have (�VDF � �NDF ) = (a�bcF )2
4 � (a�cF )2

4 > 0;

CSVF � CSNF = 0; and TRVF � TRNF = 0. Thus, �WF =
(a�bcF )2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 > 0.

(d) if bcF < cH < cF , t > cF � cH and t > cH � bcF , the welfare analysis of this case coincides
with case A.

(e) if bcF < cH < cF , t < cF � cH and t > cH � bcF , the welfare analysis of this case coincides
with case B(b). Thus, �WF < 0 if maxft2; cH � bcF < t < cF � cH , and �WF > 0 otherwise.

(f) if bcF < cH < cF , t > cF � cH and t < cH �bcF , the welfare analysis coincides with case A.
(g) if bcF < cH < cF , t < cF � cH and t < cH � bcF , the welfare analysis coincides with case

B(b). Thus, �WF < 0 when t2 < t < minfcF � cH , cH � bcF g and �WF > 0 otherwise. �

Proof of Proposition 5: We de�ne the change in the joint total welfare as �WT � �WH +

�WF . It is straightforward to show, �rst, that if cH > cF , �WT > 0; given that in this region,
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vertical FDI always increases welfare in each of the two countries. When cH < cF , however, we

have to distinguish among the following possible cases:

(a) if cH < bcF < cF and t > cF � cH , then �WT =
3(a�bcF )2

8 � 3(a�cF )2
8 > 0.

(b) if cH < bcF < cF and bcF � cH < t < cF � cH , then �WT =
3(a�bcF )2

8 � 3(a�cH�t)2
8 �

t( (a�cH�t)2 ). It is direct to see that this expression is increasing and convex in t and that

�WT < 0 if t is low enough within the interval under consideration, namely, if bcF � cH <

t < minft3; cF � cHg, where t3 = �a + cH +
q
a2 + 6abcF � 3bc2F � 8acH + 4c2H), and �WT > 0

otherwise.

(c) if cH < bcF < cF and t < bcF � cH , then �WT = 0 :

(d) if bcF < cH < cF , t > cF � cH and t > cH � bcF , then �WT =
3(a�bcF )2

8 � 3(a�cF )2
8 > 0.

(e) if bcF < cH < cF , t < cF � cH and t > cH � bcF , the welfare analysis of this case coincides
with case (b).

(f) if bcF < cH < cF , t > cF � cH and t < cH � bcF , then �WT = W
V
T �WN

T = 3(a�bcF�t)2
8 �

3(a�cH)2
8 + 3(a�bcF )2

8 � 3(a�cF )2
8 + t (a�bcF�t)2 > 0:

(g) if bcF < cH < cF , t < cF � cH and t < cH � bcF , then �WT =
�
3(a�bcF�t)2

8 � 3(a�cH)2
8

�
+�

3(a�bcF )2
8 � 3(a�cH�t)2

8

�
+ t
�
(a�bcF�t)

2 � (a�cH�t)
2

�
> 0: �

Proof of Proposition 6

A. Assume that bcF < cF < bcH < cH . In this case, DF always sources the input from UF , while

DH might though source it from UH or from UF depending on the level of t. Because of this,

we need to distinguish among the following cases:

(i) t > cH � cF (this implies that t > bcH � cF also holds):
Under domestic acquisition, DH insources the input from UH at bcH ; hence, its domestic pro�ts
are e�HDH = (a�bcH)2

4 . UH makes no sales to country F . Moreover, A is equal to the pro�ts of UH

under no acquisition. In particular, since under no acquisition UH makes sales only to country

H and the case of no acquisition coincides with the case of no vertical FDI analyzed in Section

4, it follows that A�H = �
H
UH

= (a�cH)2
4 � (a�cF�t)2

4 . Under vertical FDI, we know from Section

4 that DH sources the input from UH . It follows that

�DDH � �
V
DH

=
(a� bcH)2

4
� (a� cH)

2

4
+
(a� cF � t)2

4
� (a� bcF � t)2

4

+
(a� bcF )2

4
� (a� cF )

2

4
=

1

4
((bcH � cH)(2a+ bcH + cH � 2bcF � 2cF � 2t): (17)

The above di¤erence is always negative because the �rst parenthesis is negative and, given our

assumptions, a > 2cH�cF , which implies that the second parenthesis is positive. It follows that
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DH prefers to acquire UF .

(ii) bcH � cF < t < cH � cF :
Under domestic acquisition, similarly to case (i) above, DH insources the input. Thus, its

domestic pro�ts are given again by e�HDH = (a�bcH)2
4 . In the case of no acquisition now, UH makes

no sales and thus no pro�ts. This implies that A�H = 0: In turn, DH�s pro�ts under domestic

acquisition are now �DDH = (a�bcH)2
4 : Under vertical FDI, DH sources the input from UF since

t < cH�cF implies that t < cH�bcF . The comparison of DH�s pro�ts under domestic acquisition
and under cross-border acquisition coincides with (17) above. Therefore, we have again that

�DDH < �
V
DH
, and thus that DH prefers to acquire UF .

(iii) t < bcH � cF :
Under domestic acquisition as well as under no acquisition, DH sources the input from UF .

Therefore, A�H = 0 and DH�s total pro�ts under domestic acquisition are again: �
D
DH

= e�HDH =
(a�bcH)2

4 : Under vertical FDI, DH sources the input from UF (note that t < bcH � cF implies that
t < cH � bcF also holds). The resulting comparison coincides again with (17) above. As a result,
we can conclude that DH prefers to acquire UF .

B. Assume now that bcF < bcH < cF < cH . We need to distinguish among the following cases:
(i) t > cH � cF and t > cF � bcH :
In this case, both downstream �rms outsource the input under domestic acquisition and also

under no acquisition. Under vertical FDI, DF does not import the input. Moreover, DH sources

the input from UF under vertical FDI if and only if t < cH � bcF . Both in the case in which
t < cH � bcF as well as when t > cH � bcF . The comparison of DH�s pro�ts with domestic
acquisition and with vertical FDI coincides with (17). Therefore, in this case too, DH prefers

cross-border acquisition rather than domestic acquisition.

(ii) cF � bcH < t < cH � cF :
It is direct to see that the comparison of DH�s pro�ts under domestic acquisition and under

vertical FDI is exactly the same as in case A(ii) above. Hence, in this case too, the home

downstream �rm prefers vertical FDI.

(iii) t > cH � cF and t < cF � bcH :
DH sources the input from UH both under domestic acquisition and no acquisition. In contrast

to the cases above, DF now imports the input from UH under domestic acquisition. Therefore,

under domestic acquisition, e�HDH = (a�bcH)2
4 and e�FUH = (a�bcH�t)2

4 � (a�cF )2
4 , while A�H =

(a�cH)2
4 �

(a�cF�t)2
4 since under no acquisition, UH sells the input only domestically. Under vertical FDI,

DF does not import the input and DH sources the input from UF only under vertical FDI (note

that t < cF �bcH guarantees that t < cH � bcF also holds). Comparing the pro�ts of DH under
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domestic acquisition and under cross-border acquisition, we have:

�DDH��
V
DH

= [
(a� bcH � t)2

4
+
(a� bcH)2

4
�(a� cH)

2

4
+
(a� cF � t)2

4
]�[ (a� bcF � t)2

4
+
(a� bcF )2

4
]:

(18)

It is direct to see that the expression within the second bracket is larger than the expression

within the �rst bracket. Therefore, �DDH < �VDH , i.e., cross-border acquisition is preferred to

domestic acquisition.

(iv) t < cH � cF and t < cF � bcH :
DH imports the input under no domestic acquisition but not under domestic acquisition. In

contrast, DF imports the input under domestic acquisition but not under no acquisition. There-

fore, A�H = 0. Under vertical FDI, DF does not import the input and DH sources the input from

UF both under vertical FDI and no vertical FDI (note that t < cH �cF implies that t < cH �bcF
holds).

The comparison of the pro�ts of DH under domestic acquisition and under cross-border

acquisition results in (18). It is easy to see that, provided that t has to be lower than a � cF ,

then, @
�
�DDH � �

V
DH

�
=@t > 0 if a� cF � (bcH � bcF ) < t < a� cF . Moreover, when t = a� cF ,

�DDH � �
V
DH

< 0, which implies that a cross-border acquisition is superior in the entire interval.

On the other hand, if t < a� cF � (bcH � bcF ); then @ ��DDH � �VDH� =@t < 0 holds. So if we get
that when t = 0, the di¤erence �DDH � �

V
DH

< 0;this would imply that the di¤erence is negative

in the entire interval. It is easy to check that this is the case as long as the demand intercept

a is not too low, in particular, as long as a > (bcH + bcF ) � cH+cF
2 . Therefore, we conclude that

(under the previous assumption) a cross-border acquisition is preferred to domestic acquisition.

C. Assume that bcH < cH < bcF < cF . In this case, DH always sources the input from UH . We

need to distinguish among the following cases:

(i) t > cF � bcH :
In this case, no �rm ever imports the input. Therefore, the comparison in this case is equivalent

to the one in case A(i).

(ii) cF � cH < t < cF � bcH :
It is direct to see that the comparison of DH�s pro�ts under domestic acquisition and under

vertical FDI is exactly the same as in case B(iii). Hence, it is easy to see that, provided that a

has to be greater than cF + t, @
�
�DDH � �

V
DH

�
=@t < 0:When t = 0, the di¤erence �DDH ��

V
DH

is

negative, which implies that it must be negative within the entire interval under consideration.

Therefore, a cross-border acquisition is superior in this case to a domestic acquisition.

(iii) bcF � cH < t < cF � cH
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DH never imports the input while DF imports the input both under domestic and no domestic

acquisition. Under vertical FDI, neither DH nor DF import the input. Therefore, comparing

the pro�ts of DH under domestic acquisition and under vertical FDI, we have:

�DDH � �
V
DH

=

�
(a� bcH)2

4
+
(a� cF � t)2

4

�
+

�
(a� bcH � t)2

4
� (a� bcF � t)2

4

�
+ 

(a� cH)2

4
� (a� bcF )2

4

!
:

The expressions within the three parenthesis are clearly positive. In other words, in this case, a

domestic acquisition is preferred to a cross-border acquisition.

(iv) t < bcF � cH .
DH never imports the input while DF imports the input both under domestic and no domestic

acquisition. Under vertical FDI, both DH and DF sources the input from UH . Therefore, DH�s

pro�ts when it undertakes vertical FDI are �VDH =
(a�bcF�t)2

4 . Therefore, comparing the pro�ts

of DH under domestic acquisition and under cross-border acquisition, we have:

�DDH��
V
DH

=
(a� bcH)2

4
�(a� cH)

2

4
+
(a� bcH � t)2

4
�(a� bcF � t)2

4
+
(a� cF � t)2

4
�(a� cH � t)

2

4
:

The above is clearly positive. Therefore in this case too, a domestic acquisition is preferred to

a cross-border acquisition.

D. Assume that bcH < bcF < cH < cF .
(i) t > cF � bcH
Under both domestic acquisition and no acquisition, DH sources the input from UH . DF instead

sources the input from UF under both domestic acquisition and no acquisition. Under vertical

FDI, UF sources the input only to DF . The comparison is thus:

�DDH � �
V
DH

=
(a� bcH)2

4
� (a� cH)

2

4
+
(a� cF � t)2

4
� (a� bcF � t)2

4
� (a� bcF )2

4
+
(a� cF )2

4
:

It is easy to show that within the region under consideration, the above di¤erence is negative

and thus a cross-border acquisition is more pro�table than a domestic one. Notice �rst that the

above expression is linear and increasing in t. Second, we know that t < a� cF , and evaluating

�DDH � �
V
DH

in t = a � cF we check that the di¤erence is negative, which proves that it is

negative in the entire interval under consideration, that is, a cross border acquisition is superior

to a domestic acquisition.

(ii) t > cF � cH and t < cH � bcF :
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This case is similar to case D(i) above. The only di¤erence is that, under vertical FDI, DH

sources the input domestically in case D(i) and insources the input in D(ii). But DH�s pro�ts

are the same in both cases. As a result, the comparison is the same as in case D(i) above, so

the above di¤erence is negative.

(iii) t < cF � cH (which also implies t < cF � bcH) and t > cH � bcF :
It is direct to see that this case coincides with case C(iii) and thus a domestic acquisition is

preferred to a cross-border acquisition.

(iv) t < cF � cH (this also implies t < cF � bcH) and t < cH � bcF :
This case is similar to case C(iii) above. The only di¤erence is that, under vertical FDI, DH

sources the input domestically as in case D(iv) and insources the input as in C(iii). But DH�s

pro�ts are the same in both cases. As a result, the comparison is the same as in C(iii) above,

and thus a domestic acquisition is preferred to a cross-border acquisition. �
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